Multi-CaMera
Vision systeM with
CoaXPress

ExEcutivE
Summary
of view, faster throughput, greater detailed inspection or more measurement
information, and possibly all combined for metrology and inspection equipment.

(i.e. 25 Megapixels) camera depending on the system implementation. In certain

achieved through a multiple camera vision system.
In this paper, we will explore some of the possibilities and compare the use of
multiple CoaXPress cameras to those based on other interface standards, such as

CoaXPress is a digital interface standard that allows the transmission of data from
a device, for example a camera, to a host such as a frame grabber in a PC, at a
high speed of up to 6.25Gbps over a single coax cable. CoaXPress (CXP) is an
ideal interface for linking together data from several cameras since CoaXPress has
the ability to carry many channels of image data and meta-data, which makes the
interface easily scalable.

cost coaxial cables and with absolute synchronization, an accurate system can
be created. For example, four (4) 8 Megapixel cameras at 16 fps each can be
combined on a single frame grabber with a single cable per camera with power also
over the cable greatly reducing the system complexity.
CoaXPress as an interface for multiple camera solutions in machine vision provides
system builders the highest throughput improvement options. In addition, greater

connected with the same PC/frame grabber architecture without any constraints in
cable lengths and with low cabling costs.

multi-camEra viSion
SyStEm architEcturE
configurationS

Get views from different angles for increased accuracy
For many different applications, accuracy can be increased when multiple angles of an

view at the same moment. CoaXPress was developed with triggering in mind from the
beginning. With multiple cameras on CoaXPress there is triggering on 4 channels at the
same time. The cameras behave as a complete set with exact synchronization and control.
The data gathered from the different video cameras occurs at precisely same moment.

for more thorough analysis.

Increase throughput and field of view

focused on the same target, triggered at exactly the same time, with parallel processing to

cost effective way to increase system performance as only one frame grabber is still required
and the other critical system components stay the same, such as the lenses.

Combine inspection and metrology or alignment and measurement - mix CCD and
CMOS cameras

one CoaXPress frame grabber, there are many different options to simplify the imaging

measurement, etc. There are many options…

Moving measurement head
When the camera is mobile with respect to frame grabber (i.e. moving measurement head),

capture more information with minimized stage motion. With CoaXPress, robotics cables can

be provided over the coax cable, the camera is connected to the PC and nothing else so no
ground loops are required.

Multiple Lower Speed Cameras
Even if you are not using high-speed cameras, but you have multiple cameras, all of the data
rates combined can be very high. CoaXPress allows for this to be done cost-effectively. As

move to higher performance cameras in the future.

unloading thE
computEr rESourcES
with coaxprESS

CoaXPress Background

of Camera Link. The interface has many advantages in terms of bandwidth,
infrastructure cost, ease of implementation, and scalability. With CoaXPress digital

and cost- effective cable.
CoaXPress is a point-to-point serial interface connecting a camera to a frame grabber.

coaxial cables. Its use of coaxial cable enables automatic equalization of cable losses,

CoaXPress is its ability to provide higher performance over longer distances than any
other current or emerging standard.
As stated, the standard’s use of coaxial as its connectivity medium offers many
advantages over other media (e.g. twisted pair), in addition to inherent performance
capabilities (CoaXPress offers up to 6.25 Gpbs over a single cable and is scalable
to an unlimited number of cables). Coaxial cables are already in use in many legacy
systems, including analog cameras that need to be upgraded to high-resolution digital
cameras. There are hundreds of different coaxial cables to choose from, depending on

higher quality cables for extra length or a noisy environment, etc.
In addition to cost-effectiveness, coaxial cables can be very long (CoaXPress supports

use differential and/or multiple wires.
Power over cable is another important consideration for systems developers. CoaXPress

need for separate power supplies.
TM

(abbreviated for Generic Interface for Cameras) is part of the CoaXPress

programming interface (API). This allows for standard software development independent of

This standard also includes real-time trigger support, making it well suited for timing critical
applications like fast area scan and line scan. CoaXPress opened up new applications for
machine vision cameras, such as those over a slip ring or easy upgrades from large analog

Version Description
There are several versions of CoaXPress to meet different needs. Table 1 below describes
the different versions.
C o a X P re s s
Ve r s i o n

C amera Link

Total Bit rate

CXP-1

1.25

up to 212

CXP-2

2.5

up to 185

CXP-6

Full

6.25

Full

6.25

CXP-6 Quad

12.5

up to 68

25

up to 68
up to 68

Table 1. CoaXPress Versions

intErfacE Standard
compariSon
When tO uSe COaXPreSS fOr a MuLtI-CaMera VISIOn SySteM

Consideration 1: need full bandwidth?
CoaXPress can transport the highest bit depth per pixel at high speed and long distances.
Multiple camera systems over CoaXPress are scalable and have 25 Gbps of bandwidth
available and not just the 6.125 Gbps per cable. This supports a wide variety of

among many others.

share a connection. For example if there are 4 cameras in a system, the cameras share the
interface so they either share the available bandwidth or only one uses the connection at a
time. Multiple camera systems over Camera Link are limited to a total of 6 Gbps per frame
grabber.
Consideration 2: limited cable space/need long cable length?
CoaXPress connectors are small (especially compared to Camera Link) and the cables are

systems in a clean room, the longer cable lengths can enable the PC (and the dust from

processing system at the side of the road or even further. For both of these applications, the

lengths.

Consideration 3: need to combine cameras with different speeds or image sensor technology?
As we discussed, multiple camera systems can involve combining cameras that perform
different tasks in the system. This may be best achieved by using cameras of different

Consideration 4: require tight timing/synchronizing?
Point-to-point interfaces, such as CoaXPress and Camera Link, are inherently deterministic
and therefor the timing is guaranteed.

workarounds to triggering, but it is not as stable.

or dropping of packets- requiring resend. When adding nodes and sharing bandwidth, this
potential for lost data increases.

Consideration 5: want to simplify the system? upgrading from analog?

system design. This may be true with single camera, low-speed systems, but when multiple
cameras are used, the load on the PC increases dramatically. A standard PC cannot be used

and complexity savings.

concluSion
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You need to utilize the full bandwidth of the cameras
You have limited cable space
You need long cable lengths
You want to combine cameras of different speeds
You have strict timing/synchronization requirements
You want to upgrade from analog
You want a system that does not overload the PC

adimEc
Adimec specializes in the development and
manufacturing of high-performance cameras that meet

segments, including machine vision, medical imaging,

the creation of industry-leading cameras.
The unique Adimec True Accurate Imaging® technology
provides new levels of precision and accuracy to vision
systems. Its diverse line of camera products meet a
wide range of performance, size, cost, interface and

the world focused on creating customer value and
satisfaction through local, personalized support.

